Chromosome rearrangements in two uterine sarcomas.
Cytogenetic analysis of short-term cultures from two uterine sarcomas revealed clonal chromosome abnormalities in both cases. A locally recurrent mixed mesodermal tumor had the karyotype 61,XX,+2,+3,+del(5)(q11),+6,+7,+del(7)(q32),+8,+8,+8,+10, -11,-11,+der(11)t(1;11)(q12;p15),+der(11)t(1;11)(q12;p15),+der(11)t(1;11)(q12;p15),+del(12)(q14q21),+13,+15,del(17)(q23),+20. The other tumor, a lung metastasis from a uterine leiomyosarcoma, had several karyotypically abnormal clones. Two of them consisted of highly aberrant cells with modal chromosome numbers of 82 and 153, respectively, but because of insufficient quality the complex anomalies could not be identified. Various chromosomal changes that included translocations, deletions, insertions, and numerical rearrangements (always with extra chromosome 7 material) were identified in pseudo- or near-diploid cells, resulting in nine additional cytogenetically abnormal clones.